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ACUMA unveiled a “Takin’ It to the Street” theme for its Annual Conference last
September at the Bellagio Hotel and Resort in Las Vegas. The three-day program
emphasized making connections, collaborating, creating new ways of doing business.
The innovative agenda featured nationally known speakers like Luke Williams
(disrupters), Ruth Sherman (communication) and Scott Stratten (branding and
relationships), as well as industry leaders such as Michael Fratantoni (MBA), Brian
Lauer (NACUSO) and John McKechnie (Capitol Hill insider and former NCUA and CUNA
official). The popular Digital Mortgage Showcase again featured demos by industry
leaders.
As always, the ACUMA event provided first-rate
networking opportunities, superior hotel and conference
services (including hot breakfast and lunch provided
daily; receptions on two of the evenings).
Last year, the setting was a gorgeous location on
the Las Vegas Strip; in 2019 the Conference will
move to the beautiful National Harbor on the
Potomac River outside of Washington, D.C.
(Check the acuma.org website for details
of the upcoming conference and spring
workshops in San Diego and Nashville.)
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ACUMA’s Tracy Ashfield discusses
“Advancing Your Mortgage Strategy”
with Sunmark FCU’s Alissa Sykes and
UW Credit Union’s Julio Rios.

MBA Chief Economist Michael
Fratantoni shares “An Economic Update
on Housing and Mortgage Finance.”

Compliance expert Kris Kully
untangles the issues around MLO
compensation

Author/Professor Luke Williams
talks about how to transform your
organization with disruptive thinking.

Industry blogger Rob Chrisman
of the STRATMOR Group shares his
forecast on mortgage lending in 2019.
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Networking opportunities abound during the conference, including receptions, meals and breaks.

Hot breakfast and lunch buffets are included with
conference registration.

Attendees learn about the latest solutions during
demos at the Digital Mortgage Showcase.

Tracy Ashfield poses CUSO questions to Servion
CEO Brad Crandall; Tim Mislansky, President of
myCUmortgage; and Brian Lauer of Messick Lauer &
Smith, P.C.

Mountain America’s Nanette Graviet leads a panel discussion
on digital mortgage technology with DocMagic’s Tim
Anderson; Fannie Mae’s Shane Hartzler; and MESCORP’s
Brendon Weiss.
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Communications expert Ruth
Sherman shares ideas on
improving communication.
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ACUMA President
Bob Dorsa makes
sure the program
runs smoothly.

Washington insider John
McKechnie, Senior Partner
at Total Spectrum, offers
insights on legislative and
regulatory issues.

Branding and Relationship guru
Scott Stratten explains how to “stop
marketing and start engaging” in his
UnMarketing presentation.
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